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Abstract: 

Canadians exited World War I with a new hope for their relationship with 

the state.  After four years of government control and intervention in their lives, 

citizens demanded increased state involvement in their welfare, an expectation 

that became more pronounced during and following the Great 

Depression. Coupled with these increased demands on the state, there was a 

changed notion of citizenship that looked to increased protection by government 

of the basic social, political and legal rights of all citizens.   

Those new notions of citizenship and the role of the state helped to shape 

the Maritime co-operative movement that emerged most forcefully in the 

Antigonish Movement. The Antigonish Movement’s founders, Reverends James 

Tompkins and Moses Coady, were Catholic priests, educated at St. Francis 

Xavier University (STFX) but prior to becoming professors at STFX they each 

studied abroad.  This thesis explores how state involvement in the lives of 

Canadian citizens after World War I, together with other developments in the 

early twentieth century, prompted people to rethink notions of citizenship and 

how the changing expectations of the state influenced the origins of the 

Antigonish Movement. 

Incensed by economic disparity, especially within the fishery sector,  

Tompkins and Coady were determined to empower people towards self-

determinism. They chose STFX as the vehicle to channel their cause and adult 

education as their avenue.  They brought education to the people via rural study 

groups instead of expecting people to come to the University. 
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Even with its more robust role within citizens’ lives, the federal government 

realized it could not address all its citizens’ needs and it saw Coady as a bridge 

between government and the citizens of eastern Nova Scotia.  As an agent of 

reform but not a unionist or a communist, he appealed to government within a 

capitalist system at a time when communism was beginning to gain strength.  

By examining this subject from a variety of sources, this thesis argues the 

origins of the Antigonish Movement were part of new emerging attitudes of 

Canadians towards citizenship and expectation of citizens towards the state of 

state-related institutions. In so doing, it moves the understanding of the 

Antigonish Movement away from a reliance on Catholic theology to new 

dimensions and considerations. The Antigonish Movement had its origins in 

changing notions of citizenship. 
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SECTION ONE: Introduction 

The First World War saw a dramatic increase in the level of state 

involvement in the lives of Canadian citizens and, together with a variety of 

postwar developments, resulted in the emergence of new notions of citizenship in 

Canada.  The state intruded into people’s lives at a level not previously seen.  

The censorship of the press, government regulation of the economy and society, 

and, of course, conscription are among the most obvious examples of a new 

iteration of state involvement in Canadian society.  It was in this period of 

dramatic change following World War I that Catholic priests Reverends James 

Tompkins and Moses Coady took the first steps that would lead to the famed 

Antigonish Movement which added a new dimension to the bourgeoning co-

operative movement in Maritime Canada. The Antigonish Movement attempted 

to redress the conditions of workers, particularly fishers in Nova Scotia and 

throughout the region.  Tompkins and Coady were motivated by the inequitable 

distribution of resource rents,1 especially in the fishery sector, and they sought a 

fairer economic system.  Following the catalytic testimony during the federal 

government’s MacLean Commission,2 the federal government asked Coady to 

organize the fishers of the Maritimes and the Magdalen Islands as the state 

hoped that a fisher-led organization would help it address citizens’ needs. The 

state and the two priests wanted to improve the economic well-being of fishers 

through various community economic development initiatives as the once-

                                                        
1“Economic rent is the payment made to a productive resource in excess of what is required to 

maintain the resource in a particular employment.”  Santo Dodaro and Leonard Pluta The Big 
Picture. (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queens University Press, 2013), 7. 

2 MacLean Commission was a federal government Royal Commission that investigated the plight 
of the Maritime fishery. 
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dominant industry experienced considerable difficulty. Both the state and the two 

priests realized that they all had to intervene and help the fishing people in the 

Maritime region. 

SECTION TWO: A Literature Review: Collapse of the Maritime Economy, 
and the Antigonish Movement in a New Era of Citizenship 
 

Scholars who have studied the Antigonish Movement have been acutely 

aware of the connection between the emergence of the Antigonish Movement 

and the economic conditions in the Maritime region. Most historians and other 

academics who initially studied the Maritime political economy were influenced 

by the staple thesis, whose leading proponent was Canadian historian Harold 

Innis.  He proposed that the economic, social, and political development of 

Canada can be understood through an examination of the exploitation of various 

natural resources.  Innis argued that varied staples, such as cod in the Maritimes, 

explained the emergence of particular regional economies (and societies) within 

Canada. Nova Scotia and the entire Maritime Region prospered through the 

development of a succession of staples that began with fish in the fifteenth 

century and later included timber, shipping and shipbuilding.  Once the Maritime 

economy turned away from the staples oriented to the sea on which the region 

depended, however, its demise, though not immediate, was inevitable.  Innis has 

been criticized for the geographical determinism that is implicit in the staple 

theory.  New staples emerged to provide a new dynamism for the Canadian 

economy but in this new economy the Maritimes were left behind.3 

                                                        
3 Harold Innis The Cod Fisheries (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1954), 507-508. 
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Innis’s theory remained widely accepted for several decades but scholars 

such as Ernest Forbes and others argued in the 1970s that the staple 

explanation is too geographically deterministic to explain the Maritimes’ 

economic position for much of the twentieth century. They argued that Innis’s 

staple theory includes an inevitability which ignores other factors that they 

suggest contributed to the region’s decline and subsequent underdevelopment. 

Forbes attributes decline of the Maritime economy not to the changes in staple 

production but to political decisions both within the region and outside. His The 

Maritime Rights Movement: 1919-1927: A Study in Canadian Regionalism 

investigates a short-lived protest movement, known as “Maritimes Rights”, 

whereby political and business leaders attempted to reverse the downward  

economic trend of the region.  Maritime Rights also highlights the deeply 

entrenched inter-generational dominance of the Maritimes’ business elite during 

the early twentieth century which Forbes sees as contributing to the region’s 

underdevelopment.  “Maritime Rights” members believed the Maritimes were 

financially disadvantaged in comparison with Central Canada and the West 

where the state was directing its attention and resources.  Supporters of Maritime 

Rights also believed that national policies implemented by Sir John A. Macdonald 

in 1879 and embraced by those who followed him, had intrinsically 

disadvantaged the Maritimes by favouring the manufacturing segments in Central 

Canada and promoting economic expansion in Western Canada. 

Forbes has not been alone in criticizing the staple thesis as an explanation 

for the decline of the Maritime Provinces and lagging behind the rest of the 
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country since the beginning of the twentieth century.  Brym and Sacouman used 

a Marxist analysis to explain Maritime under-development.  They found the 

explanation for the region’s poor economic performance in a class structure born 

of the capitalist system which perpetuated elitism and cycles of entitlement in the 

hands of a few wealthy individuals. Ian MacKay’s Quest of The Folk similarly 

embraces a Marxist framework but he turns from an exclusively economic 

analysis to notions of culture, memory and tradition, and focuses on how the 

promotion of tourism in Nova Scotia, for instance, encouraged citizens to see the 

province as culturally rural and traditional. Influenced to behave in this manner, 

the masses were placated so they would not object and protest about their 

economic conditions. They were encouraged to look back to an earlier era rather 

than forward to the embrace of modernization. 

Many of the scholars who have considered the Antigonish Movement have 

recognized the importance of the economic conditions that Innis, Forbes and 

other have attempted to explain but their primary focus has been on the 

response to crisis rather than an attempt to find explanations for it. Some 

historians who study the changing role of the state and state-related institutions 

during the period of the rise of the Antigonish Movement offer connection 

between the two.  Ian MacPherson, a leading expert on Canada’s co-operative 

movement, suggests that although government became more involved in 

citizens’ lives in the 1920s it could not address all citizens’ needs. The Antigonish 

Movement was one new form of community economic development through adult 

education that emerged as one solution.  MacPherson highlights the uniqueness 
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of the Antigonish Movement because it channeled its co-operative efforts through 

a university.4       

The principals of the Antigonish Movement have also contributed to the 

literature on the Antigonish Movement.  Coady’s Masters of Their Own Destiny 

and Tompkins’s shorter Knowledge for the People are among the few personal 

accounts available.  Because Tompkins and Coady wrote little about the 

Antigonish Movement in their own words, its origins are open to varying 

interpretations.  By the 1970s there developed an interest in exploring the 

Antigonish Movement as having lessons for broader economic and social 

movements and institutions in general.  The last twenty years has seen a 

resurgence in the literature about the Antigonish Movement, and many of the 

contributions uphold the Antigonish Movement as an influential initiative whose 

effects still reverberate throughout the world; yet, the current literature still 

revolves around the question of whether the Antigonish Movement’s origins were 

economic or social.  Michael Welton’s Little Mosie From The Margaree A 

Biography of Moses Michael Coady written in 2001 and Ian MacPherson’s 2012 

article “The History of the Canadian Co-operative Movement: A Summary, a Little 

Historiography, and Some Issues” fall within the economic interpretation.  Two 

other scholars, Jim Lotz and Anne Alexander, present the Antigonish Movement 

as a social phenomenon. Of the recent contributions, Santo Dodaro’s and 

Leonard Pluta’s The Big Picture: The Antigonish Movement of Eastern Nova 

                                                        
4 Ian MacPherson “The History of the Canadian Co-operative Movement: A Summary, a Little 

Historiography, and Some Issues”, 21. 
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Scotia falls within the purview of an economic analysis.5 They argue that the 

Antigonish Movement was an attempt to create co-operative economic 

institutions under the control of the people themselves and provide 

comprehensive analysis of economic conditions and policies before, during and 

after the founding of the Antigonish Movement which they assert are key to the 

Antigonish Movement’s rise and ultimate demise. Douglas Owram’s and Kenneth 

Norrie’s A History of the Canadian Economy, provides a backdrop for the 

economic analysis of the Antigonish Movement as it traces the policy changes in 

financial and economic practices of government triggered by such key twentieth 

century policy innovations as articulated by the Rowell-Sirois Commission.6 

Peter Ludlow turns his attention to the question of personalities of the 

principals involved in the Antigonish Movement, specifically the working 

relationship between Reverend Tompkins and Bishop James Morrison of the 

Diocese of Antigonish.  Ludlow’s analysis is important as it provides a 

perspective on the series of circumstances that led to Tompkins’s banishment to 

Canso where he was demoted from the position of STFX Vice-President and 

relegated to the role of a parish priest. This was a defining point in the Antigonish 

Movement’s history as is set in motion of a series of events that entrenched the 

Antigonish Movement throughout the Maritimes. 

                                                        
5 Santo Dodaro and Leonard Pluta The Big Picture. (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queens 

University Press, 2013), Introduction. 
6 The different provincial taxation approaches had led to a disparate response during the 

Depression. The federal government commissioned the Rowell-Sirois Commission (also known 
as the Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial Relations) in 1937 to review the situation and 
make recommendations.  As a result of the Commission’s findings the federal government 
assumed responsibility for taxation during the war period because not all provinces were willing 
to administer the report’s recommendations.  This gave the federal government a new level of 
taxation control.  See Owram, Norrie and Emery, A History of the Canadian Economy, 515. 
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While the existing literature is important to our understanding of the 

Antigonish Movement and informs this thesis, it fails to consider the impact of the 

changed notions of citizenship in Canada as a factor in the Antigonish 

Movement’s rise. In fact, scholars have long noted how Canadian society was 

changing in the age of industrialization and urbanization in the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries. For instance, Richard Allen’s The Social Passion: 

Religion and Social Reform examines how the middle class and their institutions 

responded to the often deplorable social conditions that the working class in 

Canada faced at the time. He identifies the increasing demand among a variety 

of social reformers for greater state involvement in society that manifested itself 

in various ways following World War I that included the struggle among workers 

in the campaign for unemployment insurance, workers’ compensation and a 

variety of social benefits as well as better working and living conditions.  James 

Struthers engages some of those issues in his No Fault of Their Own: 

Unemployment and the Canadian Welfare State, 1914-1941 and contends that 

even though the federal government avoided the full responsibility of 

unemployment insurance regulation between 1900 and 1940, it did not diminish 

the demands from the citizenry and social reformers for improvements in the 

lives of workers and their families.7 These ideas are developed more generally in 

Doug Owram’s The Government Generation which chronicles the involvement of 

a group of intellectuals, mostly in universities and government, that were 

engaged in facilitating a new way of thinking about the role of the state between 

                                                        
7 James Struthers, No Fault of Their Own: Unemployment and The Canadian Welfare State, 

1914-1941, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983), Preface. 
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the two World Wars. The principals of the Antigonish Movement, like Owram’s 

government generation, believed that the time had come to rethink notions of 

citizenship and the role that institutions, both within and outside the state, would 

play in responding to the new demands of the period thereby making citizenship 

engagement more meaningful for all citizens.  

Building on the notions presented by Owram and others, this thesis argues 

that the origins of the Antigonish Movement were part of new emerging attitudes 

of Canadians towards citizenship that developed during and after World War I.  

As such, it offers another perspective on the history of the Antigonish Movement 

and, in the process, highlights a new conception of citizenship in Canada 

whereby citizens had increased demands of the state and state-related 

institutions. Citizens demands were often met by non-governmental institutions 

before the government responded to citizens demands to play a great role in 

society and the lives of citizens during and after the Second World War and 

began to build a social welfare state in Canada. Until government took positive 

action to create a state that was responsive to citizenship demands, the void was 

filled by organizations such as the Antigonish Movement.   

Although this thesis argues that changing notions of citizenship contributed 

to the emergence of the Antigonish Movement, this project is not a study of the 

historical, historiographical, or political theories of citizenship. Rather, the primary 

focus is on the Antigonish Movement and its leaders, and it is argued here that 

those who promoted the Antigonish Movement did so at a time when many in 

Canada and elsewhere were demanding that the state assume greater 
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responsibility for the plight of its citizens. While Banting, Blake, Brodie and others 

have linked the emergence of the Canadian welfare state to changed notions of 

citizenship after the Second World War, it is argued here that the new demands 

placed on the state and new notions of citizenship that emerged in the twentieth 

century were discernible much earlier in some of the social movements that were 

established in Canada in the 1920s. Those changing notions of citizenship can 

be seen in the emergence of the Antigonish Movement in the 1920s.8 

SECTION THREE: Political Economy of Nova Scotia and the Rise of Co-
operatives 
 

The Antigonish Movement emerged out of particular social and economic 

conditions in the Maritime Region in the early twentieth century.  The region had 

an entrenched class-structure that benefitted those at the top of the social strata 

but offered little upward mobility for those born into the lower classes.  However, 

the region was not only limited by its embedded class structure.  It was also 

displeased with the economic situation of the region that many believed had 

resulted from Confederation and the national policies that had been pursued after 

the 1890s. Initially, joining Confederation appeared to be a good decision and the 

Maritime economy had responded to the decision with buoyancy.  However, the 

period that followed a short period of economic expansion was one of protracted 

economic decline: the combination of negative impacts of changes in the 

                                                        
8 On this point see, Raymond B. Blake, From Rights to Needs: a History of Family Allowances in 
Canada 1929-92 (Vancouver-Toronto: UBC Press, 2009);,13-14.  T.H. Marshall, Citizenship and 
Social Class and Other Essays (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1950); Keith Banting, 
“Social Citizenship and the Multilateral State,” in Citizenship, Diversity, and Pluralism, ed., Alains 
Cairns, et al. (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1999); and Janine Brodie, 
“Citizenship and Solidarity: Reflections on the Canadian Way,” Citizenship Studies 6 4 (2002),: 
377-94  
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shipping,9 then the fishing industry, and eventually a decline in the demand for 

coal and subsequent wage reductions,10 resulted in Maritimers becoming 

increasingly an economic laggard by the early twentieth century.11 The benefits 

that had occurred after Confederation had been short-lived in Maritimers’ minds 

and they saw their economic situation deteriorate for a variety of factors that 

many believed were beyond their control and under the power of a few.  

Whatever the reason, many in the Maritimes lived in an economically bleak 

system.  

Similar economic realities existed for the populations of the industrial areas 

of Nova Scotia, particularly in Cape Breton where workers fared no better than 

those employed in the fishery.  The economic landscape in Cape Breton was 

particularly bleak where the steel and coal industry was dominated by the British 

Empire Steel and Coal Company (BESCO), known disparagingly as “The 

Company.”  “Approximately 75 per cent of the men worked an average of twelve 

hours per day, and to earn one Sunday off every two weeks between shift 

changes workers had to work a straight twenty-four hours.”12  BESCO was the 

only source of employment and it dictated peoples’ lives; it is an example of the 

oppression many citizens endured in the region. “The Cape Breton towns were 

company owned and they were policed by company police.”13 Workers lived in 

Company houses and were obligated to shop at “The Company” Store.  Coal 
                                                        
9 Eric W. Sager, Seafaring Labour: The Merchant Marine of Atlantic Canada 1820-1914 (Kingston 

Montreal London: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1989), 246. 
10 Ibid, 166. 
11 Phillip A. Buckner and John G. Reid, The Atlantic Region to Confederation A History (Toronto 

Buffalo London and Fredericton: University of Toronto Press and Acadiensis Press, 1995), 386. 
12 Richard Allen The Social Passion Religion and Social Reform in Canada 1914-1928 

(Toronto:University of Toronto Press, 1971) 296. 
13 Ibid.,296. 
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miners’ monthly wages were used to pay their debts with nothing remaining and 

therefore only perpetuating the cycle of servitude to the “Company.”14  

Maritime Canadians, like other Canadians during this period, became 

increasingly aware of the their social conditions and those of their fellow citizens, 

and they slowly developed a collective social conscience.  This was evident 

among many social groups (including churches). Labour organizers and citizens 

confronted through strikes and other labour action the capitalist structure in which 

they worked, launching the beginning of peoples’ agency and willingness to 

confront the structures that defined their lives. The co-operative movement was a 

response to their economic predicament and it provided a means to confront not 

only the source of their impoverishment but also a class structure that 

perpetuated elitism and cycles of entitlement controlled by a few.  For example, 

the retail system in the province was particularly oppressive because of the lack 

of sustained competition in some areas.  The first co-operative retail operation, 

founded in Stellarton, Nova Scotia in 1864, was an early attempt to address the 

imbalance in the economic system and the oppression that workers felt.  “As 

distributors of consumer goods, these co-operatives helped achieve some 

independence for the workers from the ‘pluck me’ company stores.”15 The social 

and economic changes following World War I would prove to be a major impetus 

to the co-operative movement. 

                                                        
14 Ibid.,296.  A similar system existed in the fishery and “Sometimes the wage payments would go 

to the worker in the form of goods, especially if he was also a fishermen working for the 
merchant on credit.”  See Sager, Seafaring Labour: The Merchant Marine of Atlantic Canada 
1820-1914, 49. 

15 Ian MacPherson “The History of the Canadian Co-operative Movement: A Summary, a Little 
Historiography, and Some Issues”, 2. 
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SECTION FOUR: WORLD WAR I:  New Demands on Citizens 

Between the late nineteenth century and the outbreak of World War I in 

1914, Maritimers became increasingly vocal about their unsatisfactory economic 

situation.  People in eastern Nova Scotia were part of the growing tide of action. 

The Antigonish Forward Movement in 1913-14 (a forerunner of the Antigonish 

Movement) united priests and lay people as they gathered in public meetings and 

engaged in a letter writing campaign to promote new economic development16 

through citizen engagement. They sought to highlight a new economic model.  

Those actions demonstrated the emergence of the new demands that citizens 

were voicing and the resulting activism continued during World War I.17  

Eventually, massive inflation and other economic and war-related factors 

caused the federal government to exert a new level of control on its citizens.  

None was so marked as the invocation of the War Measures Act in 1914, which 

eventually included conscription by 1917 to counteract waning voluntary 

enlistment. The government did not anticipate that its strategy of mandatory 

military service would eventually lead to increase demands on governmental by 

its citizens as reciprocity for military service. As Raymond Blake suggests:  

                                                        
16 Found in an archival review listed on the Coady Archives website. For further information 

http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/antigonish-movement/early/ [2015, March] 
17 Maritimes citizens were impacted by the War in positive and adverse ways. The Maritimes’ 

economy experienced growth in coal and manufacturing particularly linked to the railway and, 
rebuilding resulting from The Halifax Explosion, caused by the collision of two war ships also 
buoyed the economy for a short period. Eventually Maritimes citizens suffered through a variety 
of adverse wartime economic conditions, including inflation and increased union activity served 
as a reaction to these challenges. While Nova Scotians led the Maritime War recruitment effort, 
Acadian enlistment lagged as it did in other francophone jurisdictions and conscription only 
exacerbated the francophone population’s opposition to the War. See David MacKenzie 
“Eastern Approaches: Maritime Canada and Newfoundland.” In Canada and the First World 
War: Essays in Honour of Robert Craig Brown. Edited by David MacKenzie. (Toronto:University 
of Toronto Press, 2005), 355. 

http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/antigonish-movement/early/
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Canada had forced conscription on its citizens in 1917 and that 
most onerous of citizenship obligations created an anger and 
bitterness that lingered for years. Across Canada, many who had 
served overseas believed that they had been betrayed in the years 
following their return.18  

 
The government’s extraordinary invention into people’s lives by forcing them into 

uniform would eventually result in creating new notions of citizenship and new 

expectations among citizens. Returning veterans had suffered and watched their 

comrades die.  They wished to be recognized for their contributions to a war that 

Canada had participated, casting it as a fight between good and evil and a fight 

for a better world. Blake argues:  

They demanded that Canadians who enjoy the rights of citizenship 
also enjoy social rights, not handouts or charity. The veterans of the 
Great War made new demands on their state and, in doing so, they 
were one of several important groups in Canada from 1919 to the 
early 1940s that played an important role in changing [notions of] 
citizenship in Canada and what we [as citizens] demand and expect 
from our governments. Veterans of the Great War were 
instrumental in changing their country after they came home. State 
support to citizens had traditionally been regarded as charity, but 
veterans of World War I never regarded themselves as charity 
cases. The state owed them for their service to the nation. They 
were one of the groups advocating social democracy that forced the 
state to approach citizenship in new and innovative ways.19   

 
The importance of the role veterans played in a new paradigm for understanding  

citizens’ expectations cannot be exaggerated.  

World War I also marked the start of a new era in taxation that offered 

further impetus for a new reciprocal relationship between the federal government 

and the country’s citizens. Originally, the federal government had taxed the 

                                                        
18 Raymond Blake, “Veterans, Rehabilitation and Reconstruction: The Remaking of Canadian 

Citizenship” (Unpublished paper presented at University of Regina Graduates History Society 
Remembrance Service, Regina, Saskatchewan November 10, 2014). 

19 Ibid 
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wealthy as a means to finance its unrelenting war costs.20  However, once 

implemented, and even though a limited number of Canadians paid income tax 

when first introduced, the tax was never revoked.21 Through the imposition of 

income taxes the government further demonstrated how it had intervened in 

society. Such intervention in people’s lives, in a manner similar to that of 

conscription, led eventually to demands from citizens that they should expect 

basic programs and services to be delivered by the government. Such services 

were initially limited to veterans’ pensions and workers’ compensation but some 

citizens and social reformers believed that the state should provide a large array 

of programs and services.   

Basic civil and political rights, such as freedom of expression and personal 

liberty, were protected within Canada’s constitutional and parliamentary 

legislation. Though these protections had existed since the country was founded, 

after World War I Canadians started to think about their relationship with the 

state differently. The post-war period failed to deliver on the promises implicit 

during wartime that the fight was to make the world a better place.  As a result, 

citizens demanded increased state involvement in their welfare, and these 

expectations only gathered momentum during and following the Great 

Depression.   

                                                        
20 Owram, Norrie and Herbert, A History of the Canadian Economy, 433. 
21 Ibid., 436. 
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Nova Scotians, like other Canadians, were engaged in this shifting 

national pattern of thinking.22 Following World War I, Nova Scotians, especially in 

Cape Breton, suffered from an economic downturn as mills and mines, which had 

been vital to the country’s war effort, closed, leaving many impoverished. 

Traditional economy, including the fishery and lumbering, also suffered, in part 

because of the American Fordney tariff.23 Citizens were searching for new 

solutions to the problems they faced and if they were not provided by the state 

they would have to come from elsewhere.  

SECTION FIVE: The Antigonish Movement:  Citizens’ Grassroots 
Economics  
 

Although citizens and social reformers looked increasingly to the state to 

meet their new demands, governments were reluctant to move beyond their 

traditional role after the end of World War I. It would take the major economic 

collapse of the Great Depression and another world war to significantly remake 

governments in Canada. In the meantime the Maritime Canadian co-operative 

movement emerged primarily through the Antigonish Movement to meet some of 

the pressing needs of citizens throughout the Maritimes.24 The Antigonish 

Movement can be defined as co-operative economic action, with a goal to 

provide more equitable economic opportunity for all its citizens, and that would 

                                                        
22 D. MacKenzie, “Eastern Approaches: Maritime Canada and Newfoundland.” In Canada and the 

First World War: Essays in Honour of Robert Craig Brown. Edited by David MacKenzie. 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2005), 370. 

23, D. Norrie K., and Emery, J.C.H., A History of the Canadian Economy, (Toronto: Thomson 
Nelson, 2007), 461. 

24 Co-operatives were well established before Tompkins and Coady.  Co-operatives through 
credit unions were founded in Quebec by Alphonse Dejardins in 1901. In fact, Nova Scotian co-
operatives were well-established as early as the late nineteenth century. See Ian MacPherson, 
Each for All: A History of the Co-operative Movement in English Canada, 1900-1945. (The 
Macmillan Company of Canada, Toronto, 1979), 17.   
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be achieved through local membership and social relationships.  Dan MacInnes 

fuses the importance of membership and relationships in his description of the 

Antigonish Movement:  

What differentiates the Antigonish Movement from an entirely 
utilitarian approach to secular values is its additional emphasis on 
group solidarity as both a process and an outcome.  In the same 
way that, group solidarity was once needed to achieve political 
liberty for the United Irishmen, economic liberty demanded a similar 
secular unity in Antigonish.25 
 

The Antigonish Movement’s founders were two Catholic priests and 

double first cousins: Reverends James Tompkins and Moses Coady.  Born in 

1870 and 1882 respectively, in Margaree, Cape Breton they were educated at St. 

Francis Xavier University (STFX) in Antigonish before continuing their studies in 

Rome prior to returning to Nova Scotia and becoming professors at 

STFX.  Tompkins, ordained in 1902, was the first of the two to become active in 

social reform, and he played a mentorship role to Coady who later became the 

more recognizable face and voice of the Antigonish Movement.  Both were 

attracted by the significant role that the Catholic Church played in Nova Scotia, 

especially in Cape Breton, and they were part of a small but important group of 

young Catholic men who chose to be priests and were afforded the opportunity to 

be educated abroad.  MacInnes notes that both men were  “locally-born but 

foreign-bred intelligentsia. This meant, among other things, that the clergy were 

in touch not only with local affairs but also with varying conditions of the church 

                                                        
25 Dan MacInnes, “On the descendants of Mogue Doyle,” (Unpublished paper presented at 

Canadian Association of Irish Studies, National University of Ireland, Maynooth, Ireland, 2005).  
MacInnes links Mogue Doyle to his great grandsons James J. Tompkins, Miles N. Tompkins, 
Moses Coady, and his great-great grand-daughter, Irene Doyle, C.S.M., and thereby creates a 
link between the spirit of the Irish rebellion of 1798 to the Antigonish Movement of 1928.   
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throughout the world.”26 Tompkins and Coady adopted world-views that shaped 

and influenced their approaches to co-operative action even though they were 

from Cape Breton. Coady held a Doctorate in Divinity (D.D.) and a Doctorate in 

Philosophy (Ph.D.) from Rome's prestigious Urban College of the Propaganda 

Fide where he was ordained priest in 1910.  After returning to Nova Scotia and 

teaching high school and university, he attended Catholic University in 

Washington in 1914 and earned an MA in education.27   

Exceptionally well-educated by any measure at a time when high school 

education eluded the vast majority of Nova Scotians, Coady agreed with the 

need for institutions outside government to play a role in the economic and social 

well-being of people. However, he also perceived the university as an institution 

that had failed to empower the people.  He believed that educational institutions 

could not expect people to automatically be drawn to them but they had to reach 

out if individuals were to understand the economic value of education. Coady 

wrote:  

We have built every type of institution that the educational world 
deemed necessary.  Yet we have not been able to deal adequately 
with our economic situation…. Our colleges were too much 
concerned with the education for the professions.28  

 
Coady envisioned educational institutions that acted as an avenue for people to 

become self-determining and as places that could foster economic vibrancy for 

all.  Coady was also influenced by the English approach of university extension 

and adult education that Tompkins had come to appreciate while he studied in 

                                                        
26 Ibid 
27 Coady received an MA after he had completed his PhDs. 
28 M.M. Coady, Masters Of Their Own Destiny (New York and London: Harper and Brothers 

Publishers, 1949), 2. 
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England. In Nova Scotia Tompkins and Coady believed that citizens and workers 

could be empowered and become economically vibrant if adult education could 

be promoted through university outreach.29  The Antigonish Movement would 

become one of the signature examples of the North American co-operative 

enterprise, offering a new basis of thought that included marrying adult education 

and financial institutions.  Their model of cooperative development spread 

throughout Maritime Canada and by 1939 the movement they founded had 

established credit unions, co-operative stores, wholesale co-ops, co-op factories 

engaged in the processing of lobster and smelts, and other co-op industries 

through the region.30  

At the core of their approach to the cooperative movement was an 

increased prevalence of adult education that had first emerged in England in 

response to the social changes there in the nineteenth century.31 The English 

realized that formal education was an element of citizenship.32 Tompkins and 

Coady believed that adult education involved increasing university access. They 

were determined to empower people towards self-determination as a way to 

combat the economic disparity that they found in Nova Scotia, particularly in the 

fishery sector.  They saw a solution in grassroots activity and they embraced the 

                                                        
29 Frontier College existed from 1890s but there was no indication that Coady, Tomkins and other 

Antigonish Movement leaders took Frontier College as their inspiration. For a history of Frontier 
College, see Larry Krotz, with Erica Martin and Philip Fernandez, Frontier College Letters: One 
Hundred Years of Teaching, Learning and Nation-building (Toronto: Frontier College Press, 
1999). 

30 Dodaro and Pluta, The Big Picture,124. 
31 M. Coady and A.F. Laidlaw, The Man from Margaree: Writings and speeches of M.M. Coady, 

Educator/Reformer/Priest (Toronto and Montreal: McClelland and Stewart, 1971),17. 
32 The nineteenth century also included Canada’s embryonic formation and Canada was still 

highly influenced by England’s thinking and practices well into the twentieth century.  Adult 
education was one such effect of the attachment to England. See Coady and Laidlaw, The Man 
from Margaree: Writings and speeches of M.M. Coady, Educator/Reformer/Priest, 17. 
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co-operative movement as a vehicle to remake the economic order.  Eventually 

this work was formalized and evolved into the Extension Department of STFX.  

Coady became its first director in 1928 and oversaw field workers who formed, 

and led, adult study groups in communities throughout Nova Scotia.  While 

others have written about Coady’s Catholic theological background as an 

explanation for the Antigonish Movement’s rise, what is more significant is that 

he used the STFX’s Extension Department as the vehicle for progress.  This 

connection exposed people to the university in an unprecedented manner, 

making the institution accessible to the general population in a way that had not 

been possible before. In facilitating this connection, Coady furthered the vision of 

his mentor and elder cousin, Reverend James Tompkins.                                         

5.1 Tompkins and the rise of Adult Education                                              

 Initially a university administrator at STFX, including serving as a Vice-

President from 1908-1919, Tompkins had early in his tenure developed a 

reputation as a radical.  He and Coady were both educated at a time when the 

university curriculum was beginning to shift primarily because of the major 

debate over the proper relationship between science and religion.33 The 

university curriculum, previously centred on languages, classics and philosophy, 

was expanded to include science while they were at STFX.  Tompkins and 

Coady were able to balance their intellectual pursuits along with their fierce 

commitment to their faith and their vocation but they appreciated the importance 

of science and scientific thinking that formed the basis of some of their ideas and 

                                                        
33 Doug Owram, The Government Generation: Canadian Intellectuals and the State, 1900-1945 

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1986), 9. 
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preachings.34 In essence, they were tying science, learning and rational thought 

to collective action and societal engagement and citizens’ demands to build a 

better society. World War I had created a more pragmatic and secular world in 

the face of the profound loss of life.  If pragmatism means all reasoning should 

be filtered through something’s usefulness, then Canadian universities in the 

1920s were about to change in a previously unprecedented manner and 

embrace scientific exploration and a more pragmatic approach to many things, 

including how society and the economy functioned.                                 

 Furthermore, the principle of experiential education which was best 

articulated by the famous pragmatic philosopher, John Dewey, became important 

around the period Tompkins and Coady became concerned about economic and 

social conditions in the Maritime region.  If experiential education is defined as 

learning through doing and that the learner is at the centre of education, then the 

Antigonish Movement embodied those principles.  Coady wrote: “The Antigonish 

Movement is founded on the idea that the learner is most important in the 

educative process.”35 Similarly, Tompkins wrote in his 1921 booklet Knowledge 

for the People:  “No other idea has so gripped the people of the whole world as 

the desire for more knowledge, better intellectual training, and better organized 

effort in their various callings….Men and women everywhere are clamouring for 

the equal opportunity that education and intellectual training give.”36 Ludlow 

                                                        
34 Coady encouraged his audience to be open minded, including scientifically open minded and 

assured his audience that science was aligned with God.  Follow “Hear Dr. Coady Talk About 
The Movement” at http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/people/leaders/moses-coady/ [2014, 
December] 

35 Coady, Masters Of Their Own Destiny, 1. 
36 Coady and Laidlaw, The Man From Margaree, 57. 

http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/people/leaders/moses-coady/
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argues that European influences and the associated impact of scientific thinking 

were so great with Tompkins that Ludlow describes 1912 as the embryonic year 

for the Antigonish Movement. “In that year, Fr. James J. Tompkins returned from 

a Congress of the Universities of the Empire (in England) – “ablaze with new 

vision” – to commence his journey from persecuted college intellectual and 

“banished” Canso priest to redemption as the legendary father of Extension.”37  

In other words, Tompkins saw himself as part of a wider movement to be 

pragmatic and practical about the uses of education and not merely reacting to 

local politics and/or economics.                                                                          

 One indication of Tompkins’s activism that led eventually to the rise of the 

Antigonish Movement was his determination after World War I to promote 

citizenship engagement through education.  In the years immediately following 

the end of the war, Tompkins became increasingly engaged in activism and 

reform through adult education, promoting the themes of pragmatic thinking, 

especially in the conferences held at STFX.  MacInnes contends that “During 

these conferences the focus was on how education might be changed to respond 

to the crisis in society.”  Moreover, he maintains that through Tompkins’s work at 

STFX, the priest believed that there was a great  

need for scientific certainty [and this] was highlighted as superior to 
other criteria in judging the efficacy of educational practice.  The 
greatest local need was for a democratization of higher education, 
by keeping students in school longer, by increasing the participation 
rate in universities and by developing adult education.38  

                                                        
37 Peter Ludlow, “Saints and Sinners: Popular Myth and the Study of the Personalities of the 

Antigonish Movement” Acadiensis XLII, no. 1 (Winter/Spring 2013): 100. 
38 Dan MacInnes “On the descendants of Mogue Doyle,” (Unpublished paper presented at 

Canadian Association of Irish Studies, National University of Ireland, Maynooth, Ireland, 2005). 
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Such an approach to education, Tompkins believed, would result in the ability of 

people to take greater control of their economic well-being.   

The university became the vehicle for Tompkins’s organized activity as he 

absorbed the change in social and economic thinking that was afoot in the 

Maritimes.  “At the end of the war in 1918, social change and upheaval were in 

the air. Tompkins believed the war’s aftershock would serve to abolish the social 

and economic torpor of the Maritimes.”39 The founding of the People’s School40 

was evidence of his reach and impact and desire to improve conditions of the 

marginalized.  

5.2 Philanthropy:  Supporting new ideas and new ways of pragmatic thinking  
 

Tompkins and Coady eagerly turned to organized philanthropy, another  

early twentieth century development in post-secondary education, to support 

their work in the communities around Nova Scotia.41Tompkins first solicited New 

York’s Carnegie Corporation in 191442and in 1919 the Corporation awarded the 

largesse of United States steel industrialist Andrew Carnegie, one of the most 

generous and famous philanthropists of his generation, to pragmatic causes.43 

While Tompkins’s initiative was symptomatic of his entrepreneurial spirit, his 

                                                        
39 Found in an archival review listed on the Coady International Institute website For further 

information http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/people/leaders/jimmy-tomkins/[2015, March] 
40 “The first (People’s School) was held at St.F.X. and was open to all. In January 1921, 52 young 

and middle-aged men, mostly farmers, came to the campus for classes on topics such as 
English, chemistry, physics, business, public-speaking, animal breeding and crops. Subsequent 
People’s Schools were held in 1922 and 1923. They received much praise and media coverage; 
observers expressed enthusiasm and hope for the promise of university extension work.”  
Found in an archival review listed on the Coady Archives website. For further information 
http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/people/leaders/jimmy-tomkins/ [2015, June] 

41 This further demonstrates Tompkins’s interest in and commitment to marginalized society in an 
era of changing notions of citizenship and accompanying increased citizen demands 
42 Peter Ludlow, “Saints and Sinners: Popular Myth and the Study of the Personalities of the 
Antigonish Movement”, 107. 
43 Ibid., 107. This was the first of several donations the Carnegie’s made to the efforts of the 
Antigonish Movement.   

http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/people/leaders/jimmy-tomkins/%5b2015
http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/people/leaders/jimmy-tomkins/
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independent thinking and connections to the Carnegies and support of their work 

eventually catapulted him into disfavour with Bishop Morrison, who served as 

Bishop of the Diocese of Antigonish from 1913-1950 and was also STFX’s 

Chancellor.44 The Carnegie Corporation’s recommendation of the amalgamation 

of Nova Scotian universities into one central university in Halifax45 would have 

reduced STFX to a feeder institution. The Board of Governors voted against the 

proposal; it was the last strike against Tompkins who was a supporter of the 

Carnegies and their proposal and the Bishop banished him to the position of 

parish priest in the tiny coastal village of Canso for eleven years for his 

insubordination.46   

 

 

 
                                                        
44 There are varying accounts as to whether Tompkins's activism caused friction in his working 

relationship with Bishop Morrison. Ludlow chronicles Morrison's assertions of support for 

Tompkins's advocacy, while Remes argues that Tompkins's reformist activity, including the 

formation of the People's School, created tension between the two. While such 

incompatibility exists, literature consistently attributes Tompkins's support of the Carnegie 

proposal and its associated recommendations for a Nova Scotia university amalgam as the 

ultimate cause of the breakdown between Morrison and Tompkins, leading to his banishment 

to Canso.  See Ludlow, “Saints and Sinners: Popular Myth and the Study of the Personalities of 
the Antigonish Movement”, 104-105 and Jacob Remes “In Search of “Saner Minds”:Bishop 
James Morrison and the Origins of the Antigonish Movement” Acadiensis  XXXIX, no. 1 
(Winter/Spring 2010), 61. 
45 “In the early 1920’s, the Carnegie Corporation of New York was invited to prepare a survey of 
the educational systems in Atlantic Canada. The 1921 Learned-Sills Report, which called for a 
merger of Maritime universities at Halifax, sparked a great deal of controversy throughout the 
diocese and around the province. In 1921 and 1922, debate raged between the pro and anti-
merger forces. By the fall of 1922, however, the issue was decided for St.F.X. when its Board of 
Governors voted the plan down.” Found in an archival review listed on the Coady Archives 
website. For further information see http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/antigonish-movement/early/ 
46 Jacob Remes “In Search of “Saner Minds”:Bishop James Morrison and the Origins of the 

Antigonish Movement”, 62-64. 
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5.3 Tompkins banished to Canso; Emergence of Coady   

When Tompkins arrived in Canso, a small fishing village of Canso on the 

North Eastern tip on mainland Nova Scotia, it readily became apparent to him 

that citizens were eager to become engaged, take action or call others to account 

for the economic conditions that existed along the coast. Of course, Tompkins 

would already have understood that activism did not mean simply a of 

established institutions but a critique of the status quo everywhere. He found 

there a people who were dissatisfied with their predicament.   

The first action taken by these people of their own volition was 
hardly what anyone might have expected.  In 1927, a few days 
before the celebration of the sixtieth anniversary of the 
confederation of the Provinces in the Dominion of Canada, a small 
group of fishermen called on Dr. Tompkins with a question:  ‘Why 
should we celebrate Confederation?  What has the Dominion of 
Canada done for us?’  “Dr. Tompkins listened to their complaints, 
then said, ‘Maybe it’s your own fault.  Stop this growling about 
Confederation. Maybe you need to practice a little of it among 
yourselves. Maybe you need to try a little self-help.47  

 
He did not attempt to correct their thinking that they should expect more 

and demand more of the government, but he advised them that they might have 

to embrace a greater activism if they sought change. For Tompkins the 

experience with those fishers was a defining point on a continuum of changing 

thinking and activity. 

Therefore, on Dominion Day 1927, rather than celebrating the 60th 
anniversary of Canadian Confederation, the people of Canso rallied 
publicly to ask what Confederation had done for them, a question 
that led eventually to a royal commission on the state of the fishing 
industry.48  

                                                        
47 B. Fowler, The Lord Helps Those, (New York: The Vanguard Press), 1938, 25-26. 
48 Remes,“In Search of Saner Minds,” 65. 
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According to the Coady Archives website:  
 

Canso received national attention in July 1927 when the fishermen 
held a meeting to protest their desperate conditions. Tompkins 
helped to organize the meeting and convinced newspapers to 
report on their plight. He exploited the heightened public interest in 
his usual energetic fashion. He wrote to government officials and 
rallied his fellow priests to pass a resolution calling for a 
government commission.49  

 
The fishers in Canso had demonstrated that they, too, were part of the emerging 

and new notions of citizenship and were making it clear they would not accept 

the status quo. The public protest in Canso, coming at the 60th anniversary of 

Confederation, only served to highlight the increasing economic difficulties in the 

fishery in Maritime Canada. The federal government could not ignore the pleas 

for a commission into the fisheries and the associated attention such pleas were 

garnering.50  The federal government established a royal commission in 192751 

with a mandate to investigate the plight of the fishery.  When Coady testified 

before the commission,  

he advocated for the improvement of the fisheries through the same 
program which was being discussed in the eastern counties of the 
province for the farmers – adult education and organization.  The 
members of the Commission were impressed, and wrote this 
program into their recommendations which highlighted the need for 
long-term and not only short-term means to address the issues 
within the fishery sector of the Maritimes and Magdalen Islands.  
They described the need for “permanent relief” over “temporary 
palliatives.52  

                                                        
49 Found in an archival review listed on the Coady Archives website. For further information 

http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/people/leaders/jimmy-tomkins/ 
50 Fowler, The Lord Helps Those, 26. 
51 For the full report http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/pco-bcp/commissions-ef/maclean1928-

eng/maclean1928-eng.htm 
52 Report of the Royal Commission Investigating the Fisheries of the Maritime Provinces and the 
Magdalen Islands retrieved from http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001509406 on March 12, 
2015. 
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The commission recommended limits be placed on the expansion of the offshore 

trawler fleet and the establishment of fishermen's co-operatives. In 1929 Coady 

was asked by the federal government to undertake the organization of the 

fishermen of the Maritimes and the Magdalen Islands, a task that was completed 

in the middle of 193053 when the United Maritime Fishermen’s Union was born54 

- an indication of new notions of citizens and demands for workers’ needs.  

Following Coady’s initiatives for the region, Tompkins, undeterred by the 

punitive actions of Bishop Morrison, undertook parallel activity and continued to 

engage with fishers on his agenda of reform and activism, even in the remotest 

areas of the province.  

By the end of Tompkins’ twelve-year stint in the Canso-Dover 
parish, he had helped establish credit unions, canneries and co-
ops. He also coaxed the Congregation of the Sisters of St. Martha 
to begin social work activities there in 1933, a mission they 
supported for 50 years.  As well, he distributed reading materials to 
fishers and others in the parish from his glebe house library.55  

 

                                                        
53 Ian MacPherson, Each for All: A History of the Co-operative Movement in English Canada, 
1900-1945. (The Macmillan Company of Canada, Toronto, 1979) 68. 
54 “Coady was asked to organize cooperatives of fishermen in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, 

Prince Edward Island, and the Magdalen Islands. During the fall and winter of 1929-30 over one 
hundred local unions were established, each consisting of at least fifteen fishermen. At the first 
annual convention held at Halifax 25-26 June 1930, all of the locals were federated into the 
United Maritime Fishermen and a constitution was adopted. Chester P. McCarthy of P.E.I. 
served as president for the first year until he led Prince Edward Island out of the UMF. The 
objectives of the association were to promote the interests and education of fishermen in all 
branches of the fishing industry; to study and promote cooperative activities; to seek and 
support legislation benefitting the fishing industry; and to defend the rights and interests of its 
members. Activities of the association included operating lobster canneries, fish plants, supply 
stores, and the marketing of fish products.” Found in an archival review listed on the Archives 
Canada website.  For further information 
http://www.archivescanada.ca/english/search/ItemDisplay.asp?sessionKey=999999999_142&l=
0&lvl=1&v=0&coll=1&itm=199779&rt=1&bill=1 [2015, June] 

55 Found in an archival review listed on the Coady Archives website. For further information 
http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/people/leaders/jimmy-tomkins/ [2015, March] 

http://www.archivescanada.ca/english/search/ItemDisplay.asp?sessionKey=999999999_142&l=0&lvl=1&v=0&coll=1&itm=199779&rt=1&bill=1
http://www.archivescanada.ca/english/search/ItemDisplay.asp?sessionKey=999999999_142&l=0&lvl=1&v=0&coll=1&itm=199779&rt=1&bill=1
http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/people/leaders/jimmy-tomkins/
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At the same time Coady continued the conversations Tompkins had begun with 

the Carnegie Foundation and secured financial support for the newly founded 

Extension Department56 at STFX that was engaged in working with communities 

to share ideas and explore ways to reverse the economic decline that had 

become so pervasive across the parishes around the university.57 The Antigonish 

Movement had not only successfully engaged citizens of the area who believed 

that their basic rights included everything from equitable access in the retail and 

banking sectors, but it drew the support of philanthropists to support these citizen 

expectations.  

When the federal government asked Coady to organize the fishers, it 

enlisted an educated, yet pragmatic individual who was a member of a small but 

growing cadre of Canadians who had attained post-secondary education. In 

approaching Coady they reached out to the university community, which 

suggests a recognition by the federal government that the increasingly educated 

members of its society were important both in traditional and non-traditional 

ways. This was not novel, but part of a national trend.  University educated 

leaders such as Tompkins and Coady – as well as many who worked in 

government -- were promoting new notions of citizenship education, opening the 

opportunity for formal education to the members of mainstream society.  What 

had once been a small closed network grew and penetrated almost every area of 
                                                        
56 Found in an archival review listed on the Coady Archives website. For further information 

http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/antigonish-movement/take-off/ [2015, March] 
57 The Antigonish Movement was formalized through the establishment of the STFX Extension 

Department by the STFX Board of Governors in 1928. Coady was appointed as its first Director. 
Coady oversaw the staff of the Extension Department, field workers who formed and led adult 
study groups in communities throughout eastern Nova Scotia.  Found in an archival review 
listed on the Coady Archives website. For more information 
http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/antigonish-movement/early/ [2015, June] 

http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/antigonish-movement/take-off/
http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/antigonish-movement/early/
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society as they both reflected and embraced many of the new ideas around 

citizenship engagement.  Correspondingly, Canadian university enrolment 

increased significantly after World War I,58 expanding the cohort of educated 

intellectuals who would become part of an intellectual shift in Canadian society 

with an accompanying desire to contribute to society in a new way.59 Within post-

secondary education there were new notions of the citizenship that recognized 

an obligation of society and the state to be part of a mutually beneficial 

arrangement in return for increased citizen support.  As a by-product of an 

increasingly educated population, networks and associations broadened and 

grew.60 This was evidence that increased citizens’ demands and government’s 

resulting response and action were positive.  

The government’s support for co-operatives allowed the state to provide 

networks and infrastructure for fishers in the Maritimes and they came without 

any significant change in how governments operated and the political philosophy 

they espoused. Co-operatives could play a role in dealing with the inequity of 

resource profit distribution in the fisheries and create an environment in fisher-

controlled co-operatives which could develop and allow fishers to address the 

imbalance within their industry and participate more effectively in the profit 

management system.  As MacPherson further points out,  

The Antigonish Movement began as an effort to help fishing 
communities on the East Coast cope with difficult marketing 
situations and viciously exploitive practice by fish merchants. They 
helped build a highly decentralized movement based largely on the 
strength of village associations in both Francophone and 

                                                        
58 Owram, The Government Generation, 141. 
59 Ibid.,151. 
60 Ibid., 151. 
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Anglophone communities.61  

State support for such activities was one way for governments to suggest that 

they were listening to the demands of fishers and other citizens.  

5.4 Coady identified As Ideal Movement leader                                                 

The federal government was a reluctant participant in the new society that 

Tompkins and Coady promoted even as it recognized that Canada was 

changing. It realized it had to play an increased role in citizens’ lives, and it was 

also particularly concerned with the rise of communism worldwide that argued for 

the abolition of the capitalist system.  Government was fearful of much of the new 

thinking about its role and it too often saw revolutionary zeal among those who 

were genuinely interested in providing a better life for fishers as Tompkins and 

Coady wanted.  In an attempt to prevent an eventual rise of communism and 

extreme activism, the state found part of its response in Coady. His support for 

the capitalist system, at a time when communism was beginning to gain strength, 

was welcomed by the Canadian government. He was an agent of reform but not 

a unionist or a communist and was openly dismissive of Marxism:   

The inevitability of the Marxian way is a false assumption, one of 
those finite bits of absolutizing that does not fit the facts. By 
intelligent individual and group actions, the masses can repossess 
the earth.  The democratic formula, of which economic cooperation 
is a vital part, is adequate.  It takes the appeal out of the Marxian 
call to arms and says instead: ‘Workers of the world, arise!  You 
need not be proletarians.62  

His Catholicism made it impossible for him to be a communist.  

Communist principles and leaders, including Karl Marx, were highly critical of 

                                                        
61 MacPherson, “The History of the Canadian Cooperative Movement”, 13. 
62 Coady, Masters Of Their Own Destiny, 138. 
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organized religion.  Above all, Coady was a pragmatist and the government 

considered him an ally as fishers were increasingly vocal with their demands. 

Although the government reacted, albeit slowly, through incremental changes, it 

saw Coady as a solution to the reality that, even with its more robust role within 

citizens’ lives, government could not address all their needs. Coady was the ideal 

person to serve as a bridge between government and the citizens of eastern 

Nova Scotia.  For the people, having been born and raised in Margaree, Cape 

Breton, and demanding action, he was considered one of theirs.  Coady found 

himself in an advantageous position: he held relationships with fishers as a fellow 

Cape Bretoner and commanded the respect of government officials because he 

was a balanced, pragmatic individual with a moderating approach to community 

economic development.  Coady had already gained a profile and credibility as an 

organizer because he had organized the province’s teachers in 1921.  He fought 

to improve working conditions for them, including better salaries and benefits.63 

Most importantly, he offered another solution to improve citizens’ economic 

conditions that advanced his and government interests—co-operatives.  As 

MacPherson states:  “The ‘movement’ has a life beyond institutions, often 

stretching deeply into cultural, community, kinship, and class relationships.”64  

                                                        
63Found in an archival review listed on the Coady Archives website. For further information 

http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/people/leaders/moses-coady/ [2015, June] 
64Ian MacPherson, The History of the Canadian Co-operative Movement: A Summary, a Little 
Historiography, and Some Issues “ [Unpublished paper.] Retrieved from 
http://socialeconomyhub.ca/sites/socialeconomyhub.ca/files/Cdian%20Co-op%20History.doc . 3  
Ruth Grant’s The Atlantic Canadian Fishery, written in 1934, traces governmental involvement in 
the fishery from the period following the American Revolution in 1783 to the time the book was 
published during the Great Depression. Grant describes the Provincial Government’s approach to 
fishery involvement as one of indifference and recommended a shared federal/provincial 
approach through “Joint Control.” Grant’s evidence reveals an inevitability of the problems of 
governmental oversight that plagued the fishery, suggesting the need for involvement beyond 

http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/people/leaders/moses-coady/
http://socialeconomyhub.ca/sites/socialeconomyhub.ca/files/Cdian%20Co-op%20History.doc
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In Coady’s view, once individual motivation, leadership, and institutions 

had coalesced it was the individuals’ prerogative and responsibility to then take 

the initiative to improve their personal circumstances.  His 1939 book Masters of 

Their Own Destiny reveals these principles: action focused on motivation of the 

individual, need for leadership and the importance of institutions that align with 

early twentieth century emerging notions of citizenship. While Coady 

acknowledged the expectations of citizens, he questioned their ability to deliver 

on their obligations if citizens were not adequately equipped to do so.  In his 

writings he spoke of the importance of education through which expectations of 

the citizens and citizens’ ability to meet these expectations could be realized:  

Society expects that each individual shall, as much as possible, 
carry his economic load, and in addition perform intelligently the 
duties of citizenship, formal and informal.  People cannot be forced 
to do these things.  They must be brought, through education, to the 
attitude whereby they take on such responsibilities willingly and 
carry them on efficiently.65  

To Coady, it was through education that their new demands of citizenship could 

be realized. Coady challenged priests to consider the demands that fishers and 

other citizens were making, adding that the basic entitlements of the clergy 

should be rights that are extended to all citizens.  He wrote:  

I notice that even the clergymen, of all denominations, are 
interested in having good homes, with bathrooms and good heating 
systems.  They are interested also in social security, most of them 

                                                                                                                                                                     
what government could offer.  She underscores the dearth of available credit to fishers as the root 
of the problem and draws on examples from other countries to highlight the opportunity in Nova 
Scotia. “Lack of adequate credit facilities for the successful carrying on of fishing operations is a 
basic problem. The establishment of a fisheries bank, specifically concerned with the provision of 
credit for the fishermen, has been the method of approach to this problem in other countries.” She 
therefore commended the efforts of the Antigonish Movement without specifically mentioning 
them in the context of a solution for this problem of governmental oversight. See R.F. Grant, 
The Atlantic Canadian Fishery (Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 1934), 137. 
65 Coady, Masters Of Their Own Destiny, 39. 
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have pensions and while they are not wealthy, they get enough 
salary to give them a normal human life.  How these men can think 
that this is necessary for their salvation and not good for the people, 
is more than I can understand.66  

Coady understood that fishers, too, were making new demands on society, and 

challenged all Catholics to see themselves as citizens in a different way.67  

It is likely that Coady’s ideas on new notions of citizenship were partially 

shaped during his studies at Urban College in Rome where he probably 

encountered work of writers such as John Stuart Mill and Alex de Tocqueville. 

The latter claims in his 1835 book Democracy in America the benefit of 

Catholicism is that it espouses equality, but does not prepare Catholics for a 

situation where there is inequality. They are predisposed to the idea of monarch 

and when there is an unequal power situation Catholics tend to be obedient.  “If 

Catholicism disposes the faithful towards obedience, it does not prepare them for 

inequality. I say quite the opposite for Protestantism which, generally speaking, 

leads men much less toward equality than toward independence.”68 Citizenship 

to Catholics is having faith and complying with the institutional regulations and 

order. Therefore, Catholics are susceptible and can be easily victimized by a 

capitalist system due to the nature of their institutions.  There is no assumption of 

equality within a capitalist system. De Tocqueville was concerned about the 

                                                        
66 Coady, Masters Of Their Own Destiny, 138. 
67 This was part of an epiphany in the early 1930s when many Catholics experienced a change in 
their concept of basic rights.  Driven by a world-wide movement many Catholics found 
themselves incited towards social justice in an unprecedented manner as a result of the Pope’s 
call to action. “In 1925 Pope Pius XI issued a call to ‘Catholic Action,’ calling on all the laity to 
participate in a new and renewed movement to carry and apply the Gospel message — the 
message of truth and justice, of morality and peace — to all aspects of human life.”  Found on a 
review of the Madonna House Website.  For more information 
http://www.madonnahouse.org/about/history.html [2015, June]   
68Ibid., 337. 
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tyranny of the majority and that individuals had to protect themselves within 

society so they would not fall victim to the assumption that everyone would be 

treated equally.  “Most Catholics are poor and need government to be open to all 

citizens to attain government themselves. They constitute a minority and need to 

see respect for the rights of all in order to be guaranteed the free enjoyment of 

their own.”69 Alex de Tocqueville chronicled how Catholics behaved in a 

democracy – had beliefs but were obedient to hierarchy and compliant with rules 

as the monarch was God’s representative in government. “Catholicism 

resembles absolute monarchy. It has often happened that the Catholic priest has 

left his sanctuary to exercise a power in society and has taken his place in the 

social hierarchy.”70 Moreover, issues of social justice would have been evident at 

the Roman and Washington universities where Coady studied.   

5.5 Catholics Involved in Policy 

Even though many in Canada in the 1920s and 1930 argued for a greater 

role for the state, Coady was also concerned about individuals’ over-reliance on 

government and other associations. He stressed that individuals were the cause 

of their own happiness; they had to be active participants in the quest through 

democratic action. These themes are prominent in Coady’s writing and his 

philosophy which captured the  

essence … on which the Antigonish Movement is built is contained 
in six principles.71  The first of these is the primacy of the individual.  

                                                        
69 Ibid., 338. 
70 Ibid., 337. 
71 The six principles were: the primacy of the individual, social reform through education, 

education must begin with the economic, education must be through group action, effective 
social reform involves fundamental changes in social and economic institutions, the ultimate 
objective is the full and abundant life for all in the community.  See Dan MacInnes “On the 
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This principle is based on both religious and democratic teaching: 
religion emphasizes the dignity of man, created in the image and 
the likeness of God; democracy stresses the value of the individual 
and the development of individual capacities as the aim of social 
organization.72  

 
This is further evidence that Coady was influenced by de Tocqueville as he also 

implored Catholics to become involved in social justice and saw a natural transfer 

to politics:  “But once priests are removed or remove themselves from 

government, as happens in the United States, no group of men is more led by 

their beliefs than Catholics to transfer the concept of equality of social conditions 

into the world of politics.”73   

But Tompkins and Coady saw no value in the Marxist model either. 

Because of their repudiation of communism, the Nova Scotia Government, led by 

Premier Angus L. MacDonald (1933-39 and 45-54), a STFX alumnus and former 

student of Tompkins, supported their initiatives that he hoped would lead to an 

overall improved economic situation for Nova Scotians.74 MacDonald believed he 

shared with Tompkins and Coady the objective of providing a better lot for 

citizens, and the common denominator between them was activism that called 

upon government to assume some obligations for citizens in a new era of 

citizens’ demands.  The Antigonish Movement was not a communist or a unionist 

movement, but it was an effort to respond to capitalism in a balanced, pragmatic 

manner.  It was as much defending individual capitalist principles as it was 

drawing away from them and the Antigonish Movement battled the assumption 

                                                                                                                                                                     
descendants of Mogue Doyle,” (Unpublished paper presented at Canadian Association of Irish 
Studies, National University of Ireland, Maynooth, Ireland, 2005). 

72 Coady and Laidlaw, The Man From Margaree, 97. 
73 de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, 337.  
74 Dodaro and Pluta, The Big Picture, 145. 
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that there are only two economic structures – unfettered capitalism and complete 

government control.75 

Tompkins and Coady’s moderate approach was derived from the 

principles of the economic theory of Catholic Distributism, which had begun in 

Europe and was asserted by the Pope in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century. The Movement’s moderating community development economic 

approach to Distributism.  

The movement was, in effect, a concrete expression of the notion of 
a ‘Middle Way’ between unbridled capitalism and state socialism, as 
embodied in the British doctrine of Distributism, which was also a 
product of Catholic social teaching....  the Antigonish Movement 
embodies the key elements of Distributism expressed in an 
appealing way, including equality, broad-based control over 
economic activity, mutualism, and subsidiarity.76  

 
Distributism entered the Roman Catholic civic consciousness through Dorothy 

Day, a leader in the Catholic social justice movement in the United States.  Day 

and her followers mobilized lay people beginning in the Depression and formed 

the Catholic Worker Movement. Day was a member of Tompkins and Coady’s 

network and she, like them, espoused a similar philosophy and was incensed by 

the conditions of the everyday person especially during the depths of the Great 

Depression.77  

Yet, it would be incorrect to assume that Tompkins and Coady centred 

their recruitment on Catholicism.  Instead they reached to broader society to 
                                                        
75 The moderating approach aligned with Premier MacDonald as he “did not favour government 

involvement in the economy, which facilitated collaboration rather than competition with the 
movement.” See Dodaro and Pluta The Big Picture, 145. 

76 Dodaro and Leonard Pluta, The Big Picture, 304 
 
77 Day attended the 16th annual Rural Conference at STFX during August 16-18, 1938. Found in 

an archival review listed on the Coady Archives Website. For more information 
http://collections.stfx.ca/cdm/compoundobject/collection/stfx_coady/id/2616/rec/3 [2015, June]  

http://collections.stfx.ca/cdm/compoundobject/collection/stfx_coady/id/2616/rec/3
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engage citizen involvement. The Movement would not have reached its level of 

success if its membership and leadership had been limited to members of the 

Catholic Church – ordained or lay. They had the ability to attract lay people from 

all walks of life and social strata into their fold and its inner circle of field workers.  

As Dodaro and Pluta contend:  

Rev. Coady and Rev. Tompkins … pursued an ecumenical 
approach, inviting different religious groups to work together to deal 
with common problems and achieve common goals.  In essence, a 
key component in Rev. Coady’s notion of scientific thinking involved 
leaving behind the prejudices and narrow perspectives that 
constrained human actions and possibilities.  There was a concern 
with the plight of all people, not just Catholics, which remained a 
constant throughout the evolution of both the Extension Department 
and the Antigonish Movement as a whole.78 
 

At the core of the Antigonish Movement was economic development – 

extractive resources. In many ways, it was an economic movement dedicated to 

an equal sharing of resources in rural communities rather than on the  

advancement of civil or human rights typically associated with social 

movements.79 Nor was their movement a religious one, rooted in the politics of 

religious conversion.  Its strength was its emphasis on group education, not 

personal salvation, and for the movement individuals were entitled to these basic 

rights as a platform within new notions of state citizenship. Moreover, Tompkins 

and Coady, through the co-operative movement, attempted to engage individuals 

in policy development, an area of involvement that had previously been 

exclusively limited to a few in government and those at the highest tiers of the 

                                                        
78 Dodaro and Pluta, The Big Picture, 306. 
79 Dodaro and Pluta, The Big Picture, 4. 
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social strata.80  Such engagement points to the new reality as citizens demanded 

more involvement in areas that had previously eluded them and demanded a 

departure from the status quo in exchange for greater involvement in decisions 

and activities that impacted their lives.  

Although the Antigonish Movement had been formally established in 1928 

at STFX, it would become firmly rooted during the 1930s, when a shifting 

paradigm of expectations around education forced government to look for a new 

approach to public education funding.81 The demand for increased levels of 

education should be considered an essential element on the new demands of 

citizenship and for the Antigonish Movement this was realized through its study 

clubs, which evolved and grew from large group meetings, and emerged as a 

means to highlight the inadequacy of public funding, in public education.  

MacPherson’s description of study clubs suggests the strong prevalence of study 

clubs across the Nova Scotia represented new demands from citizens:  

Between ten and twenty individuals from the same community 
would be gathered together to discuss community and a single 
common problem would be isolated for study and joint action.  Local 
leadership would be cultivated, and with the use of the resources of 
the Extension Department, co-operatives would be formed.  
Generally, the study clubs would be developed with a specific set of 
goals in mind, notably practical educational activities and direct 
economic action.  By 1934 there were 952 clubs, organized for a 
wide variety of purposes, all over eastern Nova Scotia.82  

 

                                                        
80 Owram, The Government Generation,165. 
81 According to Doug Owram: “The responsibilities and demands on the government had changed 

dramatically in recent years, but constitutional rigidities and other factors had prevented a 
smooth adjustment of financial resources to respond to these new demands.  Specifically, the 
twentieth century had made certain responsibilities of the province much more important and, 
consequently, much more expensive.  Children were staying in school much longer….Thus, 
education costs rose dramatically.” See Owram, The Government Generation, 497. 

82 MacPherson, Each for All, 131 
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By mid-Depression, then, the Antigonish Movement met the increased 

expectations of citizens that resulted from their changing notions of citizenship.  

The Antigonish Movement correspondingly expanded during the early thirties as 

it could address needs – social and economic — throughout the Maritimes where 

public education was limited as it was in many parts of Canada. High schools 

were expensive and often far from homes.  People in rural and industrial areas 

typically achieved only a few years of formal education. “These deficiencies and 

the growing North American stress on education provided a fertile environment in 

which the STFX Extension Department could thrive.”83 The Extension 

Department merged cooperative institutions within education by establishing the 

Nova Scotia Co-operative Educational Council in 1939, only eleven years after its 

formation.  Later the Nova Scotia Co-operative Union was added as an affiliate of 

the Co-operative Union of Canada.  The Educational Council’s main source of 

funds was the cooperative sector, and was more aligned with the cooperative 

enterprises than the issues of the entire Antigonish Movement.84 

It was not only the delivery of education that led to the stability and growth 

of the Antigonish Movement. It diversified and melded its cooperative objectives 

and activity to include health care.  Not surprisingly, health care was being 

demanded as a basic citizen right, along with education, and it became one of 

Coady’s priorities. In a 1930 speech he implored his audience to donate to 

                                                        
83 Ibid., 131.  
84 Ibid., 130. 
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education and health care and asserted them as basic rights: It was as important, 

he said, to give to STFX and the hospital as to put shoes on children.85  By 1936  

a new idea was launched by the cooperative store at St. Andrews, Nova 
Scotia, a rural community in Antigonish County.  During the depression, the 
people of this community found it difficult to meet their hospital bills.  It was 
decided that their cooperative store enter into a contract with St. Martha’s 
Hospital at Antigonish to pay twelve dollars a year for each member.  This 
would entitle him and any member of his family to one month’s free ward 
treatment in the hospital, with 50 per cent reduction in X-ray and laboratory 
fees.  The response to this movement was a distinct increase in the 
membership of the store.”86  

 
Not only were citizens increasingly making such demands for improvements in 

their own social and economic conditions, they were approaching them in a 

collective manner and through such institutions as the Antigonish Movement. 

Despite this new foundation for citizens’ rights, unemployment insurance 

was not mandated for independent commodity producers who were considered 

self-employed until the 1950s.  This left fishers (because they were regarded as 

self-employed) and seasonal workers without income for a significant portion of 

time and only further necessitated a widening presence of the Antigonish 

Movement and all its facets in the 30s and 40s.  By the end of the Depression 

and the outbreak of World War II, the Antigonish Movement was well ensconced 

throughout Nova Scotia through study clubs (which originated in public 

meetings), library book borrowing and co-operative housing.  

SECTION SIX: WORLD WAR II and The 1940s and 50s  
 

The Second World War was something of a paradox for the Antigonish 

Movement. On the one hand it thrived during the war as “The number of 

                                                        
85 Found in archival review listed on the Coady Archives website. “Hear Dr. Coady Talk About 

The Movement” at http://coadyextension.stfx.ca/people/leaders/moses-coady/ 
86 Coady, Masters Of Their Own Destiny, 77. 
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cooperative and credit union organizations as well as the volume of the 

resources controlled by the members increased.”87  However, the war and the 

postwar period represented the acceptance of many of the ideas that the 

Antigonish Movement had been promoting about citizenship and the necessity of 

the state in playing a more activist role in the lives of ordinary people.   

With the adoption of important aspects of the Keynesian model of 

economics, the federal government finally tempered its ideological commitment 

to laissez-faire mode of thinking.  Its embrace of the Keynesian economic 

approach of saving in robust economic times and spending in downward 

moments meant that ”the federal government assumed responsibility for 

economic stabilization, and promoting full employment and stable incomes.”88  

To achieve full employment the state embarked on a series of income transfers 

such as unemployment insurance, family allowances and other social security 

measures. Ironically, increased state intervention and support to citizens, which 

leaders of the Antigonish Movement worked so assiduously to secure, meant that 

the state has embraced the new notions of citizenship that the Antigonish 

Movement and its early proponents had advocated for more than a generation. 

Moreover, the state had assumed responsibility for many of the services that the 

Antigonish Movement had provided. The state’s great involvement with citizens 

and the vast resources at its disposal meant that the Antigonish Movement had 

lost much of its reason to exist.  Government had responded and eventually the 

Antigonish Movement’s followers discovered that much of what it had done in the 

                                                        
87 Dodaro and Pluta, Big Picture,,135. 
88 Ibid., 137 from Extension Department Annual Report (1987). 
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past was no longer necessary. This left the Antigonish Movement and Extension 

Department in need of reorientation only a little more than a generation after its 

founding. 

CONCLUSION  

The Antigonish Movement emerged after World War I at a time when 

some Canadians began to demand that the state become more involved in their 

lives. Yet, despite the changes that were occurring within Canadian society a 

new era of governmental involvement state support for its citizens came only 

incrementally.  The Antigonish Movement emerged as a middle ground between 

a form of rampant capitalism where the individual was responsible for his own 

well-being and the embrace of social democracy that would eventually provide a 

much greater level of state support for the citizen’s well-being. The Antigonish 

Movement became an avenue for citizens’ grassroots economic action in that 

period of transition. While many historians still categorize the Antigonish 

Movement as a social one and look to Catholic theology and social reform to 

explain its rise, they minimize key aspects of the political economy and other 

influential factors in lives of the Antigonish Movement’s leaders – Tompkins and 

Coady - which caused them to encourage citizens of eastern Nova Scotia to 

protest their economic conditions and demand more from themselves and 

government and from other institutions to improve their plight.  Many of those 

who participated in -- and looked to -- the Antigonish Movement for assistance to 

deal with their economic and social circumstances were part of that wider 

movement demanding more of their government. To view the Antigonish 
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Movement from the perspective of the notions of citizenship offers a new 

dimension to the history of the important Antigonish Movement which remains a 

relatively unknown aspect of Canadian history. The Antigonish Movement 

emerged in part because of new emerging notions of citizens in Canada in the 

early twentieth century. 
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